
 

Lecture 22

Implicit Differentiation Not in textbook

Up till now we were given an expression for a
function y fcn explicitly and then we differentia
ted it But what if the expression of y 8 given
Implicitly
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In all the above examples we do not have an

explicit expression as y something Rather
we have an expression which involves both
x independent variable and y dependent
variable and we want to find dye

doe

To find dy_ we follow what is known as
du

implicit differentiation



We follow the chain rule and remember that

y is a function of x

Thus wherever we see an expression involving y
we differentiate it using

the same rules as

before but we also write y or dye with it as
du

rue are justfollowing the chain rule

Find y or dye in the examples above
dm
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Differentiating both sides give
2x 2g dy O
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chain rule for y 2g from the power rule
and dy becauseofthe

chain rule

2 x ydefdz O ydef se
da

date Ey just solve forddyz



Q day 3x2y2 eh

we differentiate everything and use the product rule

for both the terms on the LH's
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now we solve for data to get
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we differentiate both sides and use chain rule

to get
Ly.dz ng

t ayy cosy y



Ly y ng ayy cosy y

In Y ayy cosyy
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Applications of Derivatives

we'll now see the applications of derivatives The
topics in this section will include

increasing decreasingfunctions
maxima minima

Optimization problem Real world problems
related rates
curve sketching

Increasing Decreasing functions



we start by observing the following graphof a
function
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Observations 8 0Mr

In the interval a b the value of the function
is increasing as the value of se is increasing
The slopeof the tangent line at any point
in a b is positive e g at a o the slopeof
the tangent line is positive

In be is the value of the function 8 decrease

ing as x is increasing and the slope of the
tangent line at any point

eg at bo is

negative



The values of the function starts decreasing
after increasing at the point b and the tangent
line 8 horizontal at b i e the slope 0

The function again starts increasing from
point C on wards and the derivative at

E D NE

The function is undefined at d and the

behaviour of the function again changes from
increasing

to decreasing at the point d

Again recall that slope of the tangent line at a
being positive respectivelynegative means that

f se so respectively f ca ko

Det A function f ca on an interval I is said to be

increasing g f z sez EI 2e cuz P fCai f cuz

decreasing if tf see see c I se cuz f Ca feed
Thus the functoie whose graph is given above is



increasing in a b and kid

decreasing in b c and die

In the next lecture we will learn the test to find
the intervals where the function 8 increasing decreasing
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